
Dear Harvest Partner,
Before I continue the Mystery of Babylon series again I’ve been researching the library and I found this

wonderful letter that has not been released in a very long time. I know you will find it very interesting. And
now this wonderful letter by Brother Neal Frisby:

“In this letter we will occupy our time concerning prophecy and strange events! In Job 7:1, Is there not an
appointed time to man upon the earth? Yes, and his time is running out!” Dan. 12:4, “God told Daniel to seal
up the book (mysteries) until the end of the age, they would be revealed during a certain period! Even to the
time of the end many shall run to and fro (this means cars and supersonic planes, etc.) then he further
states knowledge shall be increased! This takes in the advance of science. More has taken place in the last 90
years with inventions and science than has occurred in thousands of years!” Job 11:6-8 reveals man cannot
find out all of God’s wisdom. And all through history ignorant men have tried to disprove the Bible but there
is not one shred of evidence that they did! But to the contrary, honest men in Science have never been able to
disprove the Scriptures! And on the on the other hand too true Science has proved the Bible absolutely
accurate! Others by trying the discredit or disprove the Scriptures have been converted and proved it
absolutely correct! But others even in the face of facts go on their way! Prov. 14:12, “There is a way that
seemeth right unto a man, but the end thereof is death”.

“Many major prophecies are taking place daily over the world! But also what about the strange incidents
occurring? What are these mysterious odd facts that are surfacing? Do they reveal Jesus’ return is near? Yes! –
The Bible prophesied that weird and strange occurrences would take place in the earth and heavens. – Also in
Rom. 8:22-23 revealed all creation and nature would be travailing when the “Capstone’s Sons of God”
would be coming forth! (Verse 19) – Predestinated (verse 29).”

“Also strange signs are happening in the North and South poles which we do not have time to go into now. –
Also men claim now to have found Noah’s ark in the exact Bible description of it on Mt. Ararat. This may be
true; we will wait for more evidence!” (Editor’s note: Some of the latest scientific equipment has been taken
to the sight and   electronically scanned the structure, and it indicates there are three levels, just as the
Bible describes the Ark! More on this later.) – Also scientific men have been studying the Great Pyramid in
Egypt. Some are completely dumbfounded by its astounding knowledge in connection with the heavens, earth
and mathematics! Many claim it was built by divine revelation! Some wonder why the Capstone was left off!
“Because Jesus was the rejected Headstone!” The rest of the mystery of it is in the United States where the
Capstone Temple is built as a significant sign. Even the United States government without their knowledge
has testified to it worldwide! (See back of dollar bill for the Capstone eye.)

Also parts of the California coastline are breaking underneath and parts of it are sliding towards the sea! The
Lord will prepare a warning for some of those to escape in time! (Editor’s note: The U.S. Geological Survey
agency says, “An ominous chain of geological time bombs is ticking away on America’s West Coast.”) Time is
truly shortening! – “Another strange event is the vultures are multiplying twice as fast as usual in the valley
and mountains of Israel! This alone shows us that time is shortening and they are preparing for Armageddon
and the great supper of God! Rev. 19:17-21 definitely speaks concerning this. Ezek. 39:17-20. – With the sign
of great earthquakes, famines and droughts over the earth along with many other strange events which we
have no space to print. Jesus is warning us to prepare! “As you act and pray amazing things shall be possible
in the days ahead! Jesus gives us ALL power over the enemy! (Luke 10:18-19) Great is our Lord and of great
power: His understanding is infinite! (Ps. 147:5) And as you trust in Him, He will give you the desires of your
heart, He said so Himself (Ps. 37:4-5).” – And also let this Scripture constantly be in our minds, “What I say
unto you, I say unto all, watch! Mark 13:37.” – “Jesus has wonderfully foretold all of these things to us.
Amazing! Praise Him!”

This month I am going to offer a Special Writing called “The Secret of Continuous Victory!” and a DVD,
“Prophetic Visions.” – This month as you continue to support Brother Frisby’s ministry, I will be
praying a special prayer for the Lord to guide and bless you in these trying times.

Your Brother in Christ,
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All three CD’s ($15.00 donation) DVD release: “Prophetic Visions”
“Perfect Faith and The Fourth Dimension” Also available: “The Most High God”
“The Arrows of Faith” ($20.00 donation each)
“God’s Surety”


